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GLADSTONE'S PRIME
d
uring the decade 1870-80 one feature above all others
shaped the surface of British politics—the personal duel,
continuous save for a period following 1874, hctwcen two figures
of tremendous stature, Gladstone and Disraeli. Its first few years
fail outside the period of this volume; and what narrowed the
combat to a duel was the death (in October 1865) of Palmcrston.
The only quite comparable episode in English history is the
similar rivalry of Pitt and Fox; and the well-known lines, in
which Sir Walter Scott characterized that earlier contest, might
be applied without change to the later. Now as then the cham-
pions seemed
With more than mortal powers endowed;
now as (hen
Beneath each banner proud to stand,
Looked up tin* noblest of the land;
though in the later case, unlike the earlier, they were not them-
selves born aristocrats, but the one was a baptised Jew, and the
other (although educated at Eton) eame of Scottish merchant-
folk who had made money in the Liverpool slave-trade.
To understand their pre-eminence, one must appreciate the
paramount interest which the English public then took in Parlia-
mentary proceedings. In the seventies of last century there were
no film stars, no foot bull champions, no speed supermen, no male
or funulo aviators, no tennis heroes or heroines; even cricket
(W. G, Grace started playing in lirst-dass matches in 1864,) was
only beginning to be much noticed in the newspapers. The
people's daily tluetuulkms of excitement, of expectancy, of hero-
worship, which are dissipated now over these and many other
fields were concentrated then upon the house of commons. The
turf and the pulpit were its only rivals; and neither equalled it,
while the pulpit (by popularr/ing the taste for oratory) rather
helped its vogue. Parliamentary speeches were reported pro-
minently ami at length in all the newspapers; they were read
aloud and discussed in homes and public-houses. Points scored
or lost in debute across the Hour of the house of commons were
uot merely noted by the members present, but followed with rapt
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